
Abstract We propose the first steps in the development of a tool to automate
the translation of Redex models into a (hopefully) semantically equivalent
model in Coq, and to provide tactics to help in the certification of funda-
mental properties of such models. The work is heavily based on a model of
Redex’s semantics developed by Klein et al. By means of a simple general-
ization of the matching problem in Redex, we obtain an algorithm suitable
for its mechanization in Coq, for which we prove its soundness properties and
its correspondence with the original solution proposed by Klein et al. In the
process, we also adequate some parts of our mechanization to better prepare it
for the future inclusion of Redex features absent in the present model, like its
Kleene-star operator. Finally, we discuss future avenues of development that
are enabled by this work.

Keywords Coq · PLT Redex · Reduction semantics
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1 Introduction

Motivation Redex (Felleisen et al, 2009) is a DSL, built on top of the Racket
programming language, that allows for the mechanization of reduction seman-
tics models and formal systems. It also includes a variety of tools for testing
them: unit testing, random generators of terms for random testing of prop-
erties, stepper for step-by-step reduction sequences. It has been successfully
used for the mechanization of large semantics models of real programming lan-
guages (e.g., JavaScript Guha et al (2010); Politz et al (2012); Python Politz
et al (2013); Scheme Matthews and Findler (2007); and Lua 5.2 Soldevila et al
(2017, 2020, 2022)); the development of tools for program analysis (like, again,
Soldevila et al (2020), to check for a particular kind of well-behavedness of
Lua 5.2 programs; Lorenzen and Erdweg (2013), for checking type-soundness
of syntactic language extensions that introduces high-level programming con-
cepts). Other, particular uses cases, involve the mechanization of operational
semantics for virtual machines specialised for running reactive programs Oeyen
et al (2022), or even mechanizing a model of Redex itself, as is done in Felleisen
et al (2009).
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Redex’s approach to semantics engineering involves a philosophy about
documents that specify semantics models, which can be summarized as “se-
mantic models as software artifacts” (Klein et al, 2012), and a lightweight
development of models that focuses on a quick transition between specifica-
tion of models and testing of their properties. These virtues of Redex enable it
as a useful tool with which to perform the first steps of a formalization effort.
Nonetheless, when a given model seems to be thoroughly tested and mature,
it could be of use to actually prove its desired properties, since no amount of
testing can guarantee the absence of errors.

As an example, consider the experience with Guha et al (2010), a major
step into the development of semantics models for JavaScript, dubbed λJS . It
has been reported that, even after the mechanisation of their semantics model
with Redex, and after intensive testing of an interpreter derived from the
mechanization against major implementations of JavaScript, other researchers
found a missing case in the semantics.1 The missing case caused certain terms
to get stuck, breaking a progress property claimed for the model. This called
for a revision of the model, in search for any other flaw, but equipped with a
proof assistant. To this end, the researchers mechanized λJS entirely into Coq.

At the moment there is no other way to tackle such task: the model must be
written again entirely into a proof assistant. Besides being a time-consuming
process, another downside is that the translation into the proof assistant may
be guided just by an intuitive understanding of the behavior of the mecha-
nization in Redex. Intuitive understanding that could differ from the actual
behavior of the model in Redex. This is so, since the tool implements a par-
ticular meaning of reduction semantics with evaluation contexts, offering an
expressive language to the user that includes several features, useful to ex-
press concepts like context-dependent syntactic rules. The actual semantics
of this language may not coincide with what the researcher understands (see
Casey Klein and Findler (2011) for a development of this issue).

Our proposal, to assist in mitigating the described situation, consists in
helping the user with the automatic translation of a given model in Redex,
into an equivalent model in Coq. The interpretation, of the resulting model
in Coq, will be done through a shallow embedding in this proof assistant of
Redex’s actual semantics. In that regard, we note that there already exist
several implementations of some of the concepts of reduction semantics with
evaluation contexts (see §5 for a detailed description of the available options).
However, some features of Redex, like its support for evaluation contexts and
its semantics for a Kleene’s closure of patterns, are particular to the tool.
To gain trust about the correspondence between the original model in Redex
and its transpiled version into Coq, it may be preferable to have a direct
explanation of this last model in terms of Redex’s own behavior, avoiding
codifying Redex’s concepts on top of another model of reduction semantics.

1 See https://blog.brownplt.org/2012/06/04/lambdajs-coq.html

https://blog.brownplt.org/2012/06/04/lambdajs-coq.html
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Summary of the contributions. In this work we present a first step into the
development of a tool to automate the translation of a Redex model into a
semantically equivalent model in Coq, and to provide automation to the proof
of essential properties of such models. The present work is heavily based on
the model of Redex’s semantics developed by Klein et al. (Casey Klein and
Findler, 2011) (from now on, RedexK). In summary:

– We mechanize RedexK in Coq. In the process, we develop a proof of ter-
mination for the matching algorithm, which enables its mechanization into
Coq as a regular primitive recursion.

– We modify RedexK to prepare it for the future addition of features, like
Redex’s Kleene closure of patterns and the development of tactics to decide
about properties of reduction semantics models.

– We prove soundness properties of the matching algorithm with respect to
its specification.

– We prove the correspondence of our algorithm with respect to the original
proposal present in RedexK.

The reader is invited to download the accompanying source code from
github.com/Mallku2/redex-into-coq.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: §2 presents a brief
introduction to reduction semantics, as presented in Redex; §3 offers a general
overview of our mechanization in Coq; §4 presents the main soundness results
proved within our mechanization; §5 discuss about related work from the lit-
erature of the area; finally, §6 summarizes the results presented in this paper
and discusses future venues of research enabled by this first iteration of our
tool.

2 Redex

In this section, we will present a brief introduction to Redex’s main concepts,
limiting our attention to the concepts that are relevant to our tool in this first
iteration of the development.

As a running example, we show how to mechanize a fragment of λ-calculus
with normal order reduction, in Redex. For a better introduction to these
topics, the reader can consult Felleisen et al (2009); Klein et al (2012) and the
original paper on which our mechanization is based (Casey Klein and Findler,
2011). Also, its reference manual presents the most up-to-date information
about Redex’s features.

Redex can be viewed as a particular implementation of the semantics of re-
duction semantics with evaluation contexts (RS). Reduction semantics (Felleisen
et al, 2009) follows the intellectual tradition of providing a theory about the
concepts that are expressed by a given language, just in terms of relations over
terms of said language. This tradition is embodied in theories like λ-calculus,
proposed by Alonzo Church (Barendregt, 1981) as a way to explain and study
functions, in terms of rewriting relations. While its capabilities to express com-
putations were already known (Barendregt, 1981), it was rediscovered as a way

github.com/Mallku2/redex-into-coq
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Fig. 1: Definition of a language in Redex.

to formally describe programming languages later, by researchers like Peter J.
Landin (e.g., see Landin (1964, 1965)). These syntactic theories ended up be-
ing useful to explain several different phenomena and mechanisms present in
programming languages, in a concise and abstract way: e.g., evaluation strate-
gies, parameter passing style in function-calls, complex control-flow features
and state (Felleisen and Hieb, 1992).2

In the context of semantics for programming languages, terms represent ac-
tual programs (and, maybe, some semantics elements), and the relations over
programs can represent dynamic and static semantics relations. In order to
define these structures that contain terms (languages and relations), the user
of Redex uses a language of patterns. These patterns constitute a highly ex-
pressive language, whose semantics is explained specifying which terms match
against a given pattern. This formalization of the notion of matching against
Redex’s patterns is the main focus of Casey Klein and Findler (2011), to-
gether with the development of an algorithmic interpretation of this specifi-
cation. Mechanize this work in Coq, solving problems like finding a primitive
recursive implementation of the matching process, constitutes the main work
presented in this paper.

As a simple introductory example, consider Figure 1, where it is shown the
definition of a grammar that captures terms of a call-by-value λ-calculus, where
we impose normal-order evaluation, using evaluation contexts. The grammar
contains non-terminals e (representing any λ term), v (representing values;
in this case, only λ-abstractions), x (representing variables) and E (represent-
ing evaluation contexts, to be explained below). The right-hand-side of the
productions of each non-terminal are shown on the right of the ::= symbol.

Productions of non-terminals e and x are standard. In the case of non-
terminal x, the right-hand-side of its only production is defined with a pattern
(variable−not−otherwise−mentioned) that has a context-sensitive mean-
ing: the terms that match against non-terminal x (i.e., the terms that can
be produced by x), are only those that do not match against the remain-
ing non-terminals (i.e., the terms that cannot be produced by the remaining
non-terminals).

2 Note the emphasis put in the word “explain”: not every researcher would concur with
the idea that a relation over terms is actually explaining said terms (for example, see Stoy
(1977), page 9).
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Fig. 2: Definition of a meta-function in Redex: free variable in λ terms.

Within the toolbox of RS, the syntactic notion of contexts is a useful device
to express context-sensitive rules and concise definitions. A context is a term
with a special position (or positions) denoted with a marker, a hole. RS then
offers ways to refer to these contexts, to reason over them and to manipulate
them, through the operations of decomposition of a given term into a context
and another sub-term, and plugging a given term into the hole of a given
context. Decomposition is referred through a special pattern, that expresses
the way into which a given term must be decomposed. Plugging is its dual
concept, and it is denoted in a similar way, typically being the position where
it occurs on a given definition what distinguishes it from a decomposition.

Context themselves may represent the literal context where a given term
appears within a program. Evaluation contexts are a special category of con-
texts, used typically in programming languages’ semantics, that point into a
single position within a program, indicating where we should look for the next
redex during a reduction. If we are interested in a deterministic dynamic se-
mantics, we could use evaluation contexts to impose a particular reduction (or
evaluation) order: for a well-defined notion of evaluation contexts, it should be
possible to decompose every program into a unique evaluation context and a
sub-term, that should be a redex (according to the given dynamic semantics).

Returning to Figure 1, the productions of non-terminal E indicate that an
evaluation context could be a single hole, or a context of the form E’ e, where
E’ is another evaluation context; or a context of the form v E’. Note that the
consequence of this definition is that, for a given λ term of the form e1 e2, we
will evaluate it in a normal-order fashion: that is, the next redex should be
looked into e2 only if e1 is already a value; otherwise, we start looking for the
redex within e1.

We can also define a notion of free variable in λ terms with a meta-function
fv, whose equations are listed in Figure 2. Note that we can define the (run-
time checked) signature of the function, fv : e → (x ...) , which explains that
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fv receives a λ term, and returns a list of 0 or more variables (pattern x ... ,
to be explained below). After the signature, we have 4 equations explaining
which are the free variable in: a term that is a single variable x; an application
e1 e2; a λ abstraction whose formal parameter (x1) occurs free in its body
(e); and a λ abstraction whose formal parameter (x) does not occur free in
its body (e). Note that the second and third equation contain side-conditions,
in the form of a clause where: their semantics dictate that these conditions
hold if the expression to the right, matches against the pattern on the left. For
example, the first where clause of the second equation holds if the expression
(fv e1) (an evaluation of fv over term e1), matches against the pattern (x1 ...),
to be explained below.

The definition of fv shows a feature of Redex which is particular to it: the
Kleene closure of a given pattern, which serves to express the idea of “zero or
more terms” that match against a given pattern. It is denoted as a pattern
followed by ... (i.e., a mathematical ellipsis). In the previous figure, it was
used to define the domain of fv (a list of “0 or more variables”, with pattern
(x ...) ), and in the second and third equation, within the where clauses and
when expressing the final value of fv. For example, as mentioned previously,
the first where clause of the second equation imposes a condition that holds
only when the expression fv e1 matches against the pattern x1 ..., meaning
that fv e1 must evaluate to a list of 0 or more variables. Redex bind that list
with x1 ..., and we can use this pattern whenever we want to refer to this list.
In particular, the value of fv over the abstraction of this second equation,
means that we return the variables to which fv e1 evaluated (x1 ...), followed
by the variables to which fv e2 evaluated (x2 ...): that is, x1 ... x2 .... Note that,
in the where clause of the fourth equation, we are asking for fv e to match
against the pattern x2 ... x1 x3 ..., where x1 is the formal parameter and e is
the body of the λ abstraction whose free variables we want to obtain. This
means that we are forcing the situation where the formal parameter appears
in the list of free variables of e. In other words, the third equation refers to
the case where the formal parameter of the λ abstraction appears free in its
body.

The interesting aspect of the previous language of patterns is that it allows
us to enforce context-dependent restrictions, through many devices. For exam-
ple, by repeating sub-patterns, within a given pattern, the user can enforce the
repetition of elements into a given list of terms or any other part of a phrase.
For example, the pattern (x 1 x 1) only matches against a list of 2 equal vari-
ables. Also, we can force some sub-terms to be different from the rest, by using
the suffix ! after each pattern whose matching term we want to distinguish
from the rest. For example, the pattern (x ! x ! ) only matches against a list
of 2 different variables. These devices, to enforce context-dependent rules, can
be exploited to define languages, but also any relations over their terms.

Finally, Figure 3 depicts the definition of the compatible closure (with re-
spect to evaluation contexts E) of a call-by-value β-contraction, in Redex (note
the keyword reduction−relation). The single reduction rule shown explain
2 things: how β-contractions are done, using a generic capture-avoiding sub-
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Fig. 3: Definition of a semantics relation in Redex.

stitution function (substitute); and the order in which those contraction
can occur, effectively imposing the order of evaluation described by contexts
E. The rule states that, if a given term can be decomposed between some
context E and some abstraction application ((λ x e) v) (condition expressed
through the pattern (in− hole E ((λ x e) v))), then, the original term re-
duces to the phrase resulting from plugging (substitute e x v) (i.e., capture-
avoiding substitution of the formal parameter x, by the value v, into the ab-
stractions’ body e) into the context E (which is expressed through the pattern
in− hole E (substitute e x v)). Finally, the resulting relation will be the
least relation that satisfies the given conditions. That is, these definitions can
be translated as the usual Coq’s inductive relations.

For reasons of space, and to keep our example simple, we eluded the def-
inition of the capture-avoiding substitution function. This can be defined as
our previous specification of function fv (plus some escaping to Racket code).
However, Redex itself provides a general mechanism to get a substitution func-
tion by free, requiring from us only to indicate the bounding occurrences of
variables in the constructions of our language, and their scope. This feature is
not included in RedexK, and neither is it considered in our mechanization.

The previous brief introduction to Redex served the purpose of introduc-
ing some features with which we will be dealing when working with RedexK.
We avoid features that are not covered in said model. Also, not every capa-
bility previously described is covered in RedexK, though we need to mention
them in order to easily implement our model of λ-calculus: we are talking
about the Kleene closure of patterns, used when defining meta-function fv

(Figure 2); and the pattern variable−not−otherwise−mentioned, used to
define λ variables (Figure 1).

3 Expressing Redex in Coq.

In this section, we introduce the main ideas behind our implementation in Coq.
Later, in §4, we will provide a specification of the obtained algorithm, proofs
asserting the correspondence between the algorithm and its specification, and
between our specification and the one provided in the original work.
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To introduce the simpler parts of the mechanization, we will show listings
of our source code together with some natural language explanation. The more
complex portions of the mechanization (like the matching/decomposition al-
gorithm), will be described more abstractly. In that way, while being faithful
to our mechanization, we will avoid the expected complexities of an actual
implementation with a dependently-typed language like Coq.

3.1 Language of terms and patterns

We begin the presentation by introducing our mechanized version of the lan-
guage of terms and patterns. We ask for some reasonable decidability proper-
ties about the language that we use to describe a given reduction semantics
model. These standard properties will be useful to develop our mechanization
in its present version, but also in the prospective future of the development.

3.1.1 Symbols

We require for the elements of the language of terms and patterns (literals,
non-terminals and sub-indexes used in the patterns) to be equipped with a
decidable definitional equality. To formalize these properties we take advantage
of stdpp’s (The Coq-std++ Team, 2020) typeclass EqDecision. We abstract
all of these assumptions into the module type Symbols, shown in Figure 4.

In order to implement an instantiation of a module of type Symbols, we
ask the user for the type of literals, pattern variables (or the sub-indexes of
patterns mentioned in §2) and non-terminals of the grammar: computational
types lit, var and nonterm, respectively. We also ask for proofs showing
that these types are also instances of typeclass EqDecision. Naturally, we do
not want to burden the user with these proofs. A requirement for our future
transpiler from Redex to Coq should be that it must be able to automatically
build these proofs, something that is feasible within Coq.

3.1.2 Terms

In the original paper, terms are classified according to: their structure,
or, if they act as a context or not. According to their structure, terms are
classified as atomic literals or with a binary-tree structure. In our case, we will
generalize the notion of “terms with structure”. One of the most prominent
features absent in RedexK is Redex’s Kleene closure of patterns. Such patterns
match against (or describe) lists of 0 or more terms. In order to be able to
include this feature in a future iteration of our model, we begin by generalizing
the notion of structured terms. We will allow them to be lists of 0 or more
terms. Non-empty lists can also be considered as binary trees, but where the
right sub-tree of a given node is always a list. We will enforce that shape
through types.
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Module Type Symbols.
(* literals for both, pats and terms *)

Parameter lit: Set.
(* names in name_pat *)

Parameter var: Set.
(* representation of the non-terms of a given grammar, for patterns nt *)

Parameter nonterm: Set.

(* some assumptions to ease the reasoning about decidability *)

Parameter nonterm_eq_dec : EqDecision nonterm.
Parameter var_eq_dec : EqDecision var.
Parameter lit_eq_dec : EqDecision lit.

End Symbols.

Fig. 4: A module type capturing assumptions about several atomic elements
of the grammar.

Inductive term : Set :=
| lit_term : lit → term

| list_term_c : list_term → term

| contxt_term : contxt → term

with list_term : Set :=
| nil_term_c : list_term

| cons_term_c : term → list_term → list_term

with contxt : Set :=
| hole_contxt_c : contxt
| list_contxt_c : list_contxt → contxt

(* hd_contxt and tail_contxt point into a position of a list of terms *)

with list_contxt : Set :=
| hd_contxt : contxt → list_term → list_contxt

| tail_contxt : term → list_contxt → list_contxt.

Fig. 5: Language of terms.

The language of terms is presented in 5. Terms as literals are built with con-
structor lit_term, while structured terms are captured and enforced through a
type, list_term. Structured terms can be an empty list, built with nil_term_c,
or a list with one term as its head, a some list as its tail, using constructor
cons_term_c. Finally, we define an injection into terms, list_term_c.

The other kind of terms considered in RedexK are contexts. Being a context
involves not only the existence of a hole marking some position into a term
(as mentioned in §2). It also involves including information describing where
to find that marked position, in the context itself, to help the algorithms of
decomposition and plugging. That information consists in a path from the root
of the term (seen as a tree) to the leaf that contains the hole. To that end, the
authors of RedexK defined a notion of context that, if it is not just a single
hole, it contains a tag indicating where to look for the hole: either into the left
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Inductive pat : Set :=
| lit_pat : lit → pat

| hole_pat : pat

| list_pat_c : list_pat → pat

| name_pat : var → pat → pat

| nt_pat : nonterm → pat

| inhole_pat : pat → pat → pat

with list_pat : Set :=
| nil_pat_c : list_pat

| cons_pat_c : pat → list_pat → list_pat.

Fig. 6: Language of patterns.

or the right sub-tree of the context. We preserve the same idea, adapted to
our presentation of structured terms: now, a hole could mark the head or the
tail of a list, and we add to the contexts’ tags indicating that information.

We introduce the type contxt, to represent and enforce through types
the notion of contexts. These contexts can be just a single hole, built with
constructor hole_contxt_c, or a list of terms with some position marked
with a hole. In order to guarantee the presence of a hole into this last kind
of contexts, we introduce the type list_contxt. These contexts can point
into the first position of a given list, constructed with hd_contxt, or the tail,
constructed with tail_contxt. Finally, we have injections from list_contxt

into contxt (list_contxt_c), and from contxt into term (contxt_term).
These injections, naturally, are used later as coercions.

3.1.3 Patterns

As mentioned in §2, Redex offers a language of patterns with enough ex-
pressive power to state even context-dependent restrictions. We mechanize the
same language of patterns as presented in RedexK, with the required change
to accommodate our generalization done to structured terms, as explained in
the previous sub-section. The language of patterns is presented in 6.

Pattern lit pat l matches only against a single literal l . Pattern hole pat

matches against a context that is just a single hole. In order to describe the
new category of structured terms that we presented in the previous subsection,
we add a new category of patterns enforced through type list_pat. From this
category of patterns, pattern nil pat cmatches against a list of 0 terms, while
pattern cons pat c phd ptl matches against a list of terms, whose first term
matches against pattern phd, and whose tail matches against the pattern ptl.
Finally, we have a injection from this category of patterns into the type pat:
list_pat_c.

Context-dependent restrictions are imposed through pattern name pat x
p. This pattern matches against a term t that, in turn, must match against pat-
tern p. As a result, the pattern name pat x p introduces a context-dependent
restriction in the form of a binding, that assigns pattern variable x to term
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t. Data-structures to keep track of this information will be introduced later,
but for the moment, just consider that during matching some structures are
used to keep track of all of this context-dependent restrictions that have the
form of a binding between a pattern variable and a term. If, at the moment
of introducing the binding to x , there exist another binding for the same vari-
able but with respect to a term different than t, the whole matching fails. This
could happen if, for example, pattern name pat x p is just a sub-pattern from
another pattern, and there is already a sub-pattern of the form name pat x
p’, where p’ already matched against a term different than t.

With the language of patterns we can describe the grammar of our lan-
guage, as well as specify the many kinds of relations over terms of our language.
For example, the following pattern (taken from the grammar of the λ-calculus
shown in Figure 1):

cons pat c (nt pat e) (cons pat c (nt pat e) nil pat c)3

would represent the right-hand-side of the production that indicates that a
λ term applied to another λ term, is a valid term. As seen, patterns them-
selves can contain mentions to non-terminals of our grammar: pattern nt pat

e matches against a term t, if there exist a production from non-terminal e,
whose right-hand-side is a pattern p that matches against term t.

Finally, pattern inhole pat pc ph matches against some term t, if t can
be decomposed between some context C , that matches against pattern pc, and
some term t’, that matches against pattern pt. It should be possible to plug
t’ into context C , recovering the original term t. Note that the information
contained in the tag of each kind of non-empty context, that indicates where
to find the hole, helps in this process: at each step the process looks, either,
into the head of the context or into its tail.

3.1.4 Decidability of predicates about terms and patterns

We want to put particular emphasis on the development of tools to recognize
the decidability of predicates about terms and patterns. This could serve as a
good foundation for the future development of tactics to help the user auto-
mate as much as possible the process of proving arbitrary statements about
the user’s reduction semantics models.

As a natural consequence of our first assumptions about the atomic el-
ements of the languages of terms and patterns, presented in §3.1.1, we can
also prove decidability results about definitional equalities among terms and
patterns. Another straightforward consequence involves the decidability of def-
initional equalities between values of the many data-structures involved in the
process of matching. Future efforts will be put in developing further this min-
imal theory about decidability. See §6.

3 For simplicity, we avoid mentioning the injection of this value into type pat, through
list_pat_c.
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3.1.5 Grammars

The notion of grammar in Redex, as presented in §2, is modeled in RedexK
as a finite mapping between non-terminals and sets of patterns. Our intention
is not to force some particular representation for grammars. As a first step,
we axiomatize some assumptions about grammars through a module type. We
begin by defining a production of the grammar, simply, as a pair inhabiting
nonterm ∗ pat, and we define a productions type as a list of type production.
We also ask for the existence of computational type grammar, a constructor for
grammars (new_grammar : productions → grammar), the possibility of test-
ing membership of a production with respect to a grammar, and to be possible
to remove a production from a grammar (remove_prod).4 We ask for some no-
tion of length of grammars, and that remove_prod actually affects that length
in the expected way. This will be useful to guarantee the termination property
of the matching algorithm (see §3.2.1). Finally, we ask for some reasonable de-
cidability properties for these types and operations: decidability of definitional
equalities among values of the previous types, and, naturally, for the testing
of membership of a production with respect to a given grammar.

Abstracting these previous types and properties in a module type (Grammar),
could serve in the future when developing further our theory of decidability for
the notion of RS implemented in Redex. As a simple example, separating the
type productions from the actual definition of the type grammar, allows for
the encapsulation of properties in the type grammar itself, that specifies some-
thing about the inhabitants of productions. Some decidability results depend
on a grammar whose productions are restricted in some particular way.5

For this first iteration, we provide an instantiation of the previous module
type with a grammar implemented using a list of productions. Here, the type
grammar does not impose new properties over the type productions. We also
provide a minimal theory to reason about grammars as lists, that helps in
proving the required termination and soundness properties of the matching
algorithm. This is required since our previous axiomatization of grammars,
through module type Grammar, is not strong enough to prove every desired
property of our algorithm. A goal for a next iteration would be to take advan-
tage of the experience with this development, and strengthen our axiomatiza-
tion of grammars.

3.1.6 Remaining data-structures

We end this sub-section with a brief description of the most important remain-
ing data-structures, needed to implement matching and decomposition:

4 That is, we ask for the possibility of building a new grammar from a given one, that
does not contain some particular production of the later grammar.

5 For example, while the general language intersection problem for context-free grammars
(CFG) is non-decidable, the intersection between a regular CFG and a non-recursive CFG
happens to be decidable Nederhof and Satta (2004).
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– binding : var ∗ term: a representation of a context-dependent restriction,
introduced by the pattern name pat, as described in §3.1.3.

– decom_ev : term → Set: a dependently-typed representation of a decom-
position of a given term t, between a context and a sub-term. We make this
type dependent on t, and include in decom_ev some evidence of soundness
of the decomposition.

– mtch_ev : term → Set: a dependently-typed representation of one result
from a matching/decomposition of a given term t, against some pattern. It
contains an instance of binding, and an instance of decom_ev depending
on t itself.

Their actual purpose will be clear in §3.2.6, when introducing the match-
ing/decomposition algorithm. Also, functions to manipulate values of the pre-
vious types will be presented as needed.

3.2 Matching and decomposition

The first challenge that we encounter when trying to mechanize RedexK, is
that of finding a primitive recursive algorithm to express matching and decom-
position. The original algorithm from RedexK is not a primitive recursion, for
reasons that will be clear below. However, the theory developed in the paper,
to check the soundness of this algorithm and to characterize the inputs over
which it actually converges to a result, helped us to recapture the matching
and decomposition process as a well-founded recursion.

3.2.1 Well-founded relation over the domain of matching/decomposition

In Coq, a well-founded recursion is presented as a primitive recursion over
the evidence of accessibility of a given element (from the domain of the well-
founded recursion), with respect to a given well-founded relation R. That is,
it is a primitive recursion over the proof of a statement that asserts that, from
a given actual parameter x over which we are evaluating a function call, there
is only a finite quantity of elements which are smaller than x, according to
relation R. These smaller elements are the ones over which recursive function
calls can be evaluated. In other words: R does not contain infinite decreasing
chains, and, hence, the number of recursive function calls is always finite. Such
relation R is called well-founded.

The actual steps of matching/decomposition will be presented in detail
below. But, for the moment, in pursuing a well-founded recursive definition for
the matching/decomposition process, let us observe that, for a given grammar
G , pattern p and term t, the matching/decomposition of t against p involves,
either:

1. Steps where the input term t is decomposed or consumed.
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2. Steps where there is no input consumption, but, either:

(a) The pattern p is decomposed or consumed.

(b) The productions of the grammar G are considered, searching for a
suitable pattern against which the matching should proceed.

Step 1 corresponds, for example, to the case where t is a list of terms of the
form cons term c thd ttl, and p is a list of patterns of the form cons pat c

phd ptl. Here, the root of each tree (t and p) match, and the next step involves
checking if hd matches against pattern hd’, and if tl matches against tl’. In
each case, some part of t has been consumed, and the following steps involve
considering for matching some proper sub-term of t. Clearly, we can perform
only a finite amount of these kind of steps.

Step 2a corresponds, for example, to the case where pattern p has the form
name pat x p’: as described in §3.1.3, the next step in matching/decompo-
sition involves checking if pattern p’ matches against t. Here, the step does
not involve consumption of input term t, but it does involve a recursive call
to matching/decomposition over a proper sub-pattern of p. Again, we can
perform only a finite amount of these kind of steps.

Finally, step 2b corresponds to the case of pattern nt pat n, which implies
looking for productions of n in G that match against t. Here, there is no
reduction of terms and this process does not neccesarily imply the reduction
of patterns.

If not because for the pattern nt pat, it could be easily argued that the
process previously described is indeed an algorithm. Now, if we do take into ac-
count nt pat patterns, termination in the general case does no longer holds. In
particular, non-termination could be observed with a grammar G left-recursive
and a given non-terminal n that witnesses the left-recursion of G . Matching
against pattern nt pat n, following the described process, could get stuck
repeating the step of searching into the productions of n, without any con-
sumption of input: from pattern nt pat n we could reach to the same pattern
nt pat n, over and over again.

Indeed, the described matching algorithm does not deal with left-recursion,
as is argued in Casey Klein and Findler (2011). There, the property of left-
recursion is captured by providing a relation →G that order patterns as they
appear during the previously described phase of the matching process, when
the input term is not being consumed, but there is decomposition of a pattern
and/or searching into the grammar, looking for a proper production to con-
tinue the matching. Then, a left-recursive grammar would be one that makes
the chains of the previous relation to contain a repeated pattern. In particular,
during matching, we could begin with a pattern nt pat n and reach the same
pattern without consuming input, repeating this process over and over again.
We mention here said definition:

Definition 1 (Left-recursion Casey Klein and Findler (2011)) A gram-
mar G is left recursive if p →+

G p for some pattern p, where→+
G is the transitive
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(but not reflexive) closure of →G : pat × pat, the least relation satisfying the
following conditions:

nt pat n →G p, if p ∈ G (n)
name pat x p →G p

inhole pat pc ph →G pc
inhole pat pc ph →G ph, if pattern pc matches against hole contxt c

Then, if, for a non left-recursive grammar G and non-terminal n from G ,
it is the case that p ̸→+

G p for any pattern p, it must be the case that also
nt pat n ̸→+

G nt pat n. This means that, when searching for productions of
n in G , and as long as the matching/decomposition is in the stage captured
by →G , (i.e., no consumption of input), it should be possible to discard the
productions from G being tested.

The previous observation helps us argue that, provided that G is non left-
recursive, when the matching process enters the stage of non-consumption of
input, this phase will eventually finalize: either, the pattern under considera-
tion is totally decomposed and/or we run out of productions from G . In what
follows, we will assume only non-left-recursive grammars. This will not im-
pose a limitation over our model of Redex, since it only allows such kind of
grammars.

We will exploit the previous observations to build a well-founded relation
over the domain of our matching/decomposition function. The technique that
we will use will consist in, first, modeling each phase in isolation through a
particular relation. There will be a relation <t: term → term → Prop explain-
ing what happens to the input when it is being consumed, and a relation <p×g

: pat × grammar → pat × grammar → Prop, explaining what happens to the
pattern and the grammar when there is no consumption of input. We will also
prove the well-foundedness of each relation. The final well-founded relation for
the matching/decomposition function will be the lexicographic product of the
previous relations, a well-known method to build new well-founded relations
out of other such relations (Paulson, 1986). We will parameterize this relation
by the original grammar, to be able to recover the original productions when
needed.6 For a given grammar g , we will denote this last relation with <g

t×p×g.
Note that its type is:

term × pat × grammar → term × pat × grammar → Prop

For a tuple (t, p,G ) to be related with another smaller tuple (t’, p’,G’),
according to <g

t×p×g, it must happen the following:

t’ <t t ∨ (t’ = t ∧ (p’,G’) <p×g (p,G ))

This expresses the situations where there is actual progress in the match-
ing/decomposition algorithm towards a result: either there is consumption of
input or the phase of production searching and decomposition of the pattern
progresses towards its completion. Note that, however, this definition shows

6 We will present in §3.2.4 the situations where this is needed.
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that the lexicographic product is a more general relation, that contains chains
of tuples that do not necessarily model what happens during matching and de-
composition: if t’ <t t, then (t’, p’,G’) <g

t×p×g (t, p,G ), for some grammar g ,
regardless of what (p’,G’) and (p,G ) actually are. Later, when presenting the
relations that form this lexicographic product, we will also specify which are
the actual chains that we will consider when modeling the process of matching
and decomposition. We will refer to these last kind of chains as the interesting
chains or chains of interest.

The previous means that we will define a more general relation, that is
simpler to define and to work with, but that still retains the desired properties:
it will be well-founded and will contain the chains of interest, besides other
meaningless chains.

For our implementation, we will simply use Coq’s standard library imple-
mentation of lexicographic product on pairs:

slexprod : forall A B : Type, (A → A → Prop) → (B → B → Prop) → A ∗ B → A ∗ B → Prop

That is, for a given grammar g , <g
t×p×g will be defined in terms of slexprod.

As noted, this relation is well-founded provided we are able to prove the well-
foundedness of its composing relations. Hence, the following type is inhabited:

forall (A B : Type) (leA : A → A → Prop) (leB : B → B → Prop),
well_founded leA → well_founded leB → well_founded (slexprod A B leA leB)

Note that well_founded le simply codifies the type stating that the rela-
tion le is well-founded:

well_founded = fun (A : Type) (R : A → A → Prop), forall a : A, Acc R a

Where, for a given relation R and element a in its domain, Acc R a is the
type of proofs showing that a is accesible for relation R: informally, there is
only a finite amount of elements smaller than a, according to R (see Chlipala
(2019), section 7.1, for a more detailed presentation of the concept).

In what follows, we will present our definition for the relations <t and
<p×g. Fortunately, they describe simple processes for which it is possible to
prove their well-foundedness without resorting to complex arguments.

3.2.2 Input consumption

As stated in the previous sub-section, <t should model how the input term is
consumed or decomposed during matching and decomposition. This amounts
to relate a term t’ with another term t, in that order, if from term t we can
reach term t’ during a recursive evaluation of matching/decomposition of t
against some pattern. A reasonable definition for this relation can be, simply,
this: <t=<subt, where <subt denotes the relation:

subterm_rel : term → term → Prop

that links a term with each of its sub-terms.7 That is, t’ <t t if t’ is just any
sub-term of t. For the actual specification of matching and decomposition, this

7 In turn, subterm_rel is defined for verification purposes of the matching/decompo-
sition algorithm. See §3.2.6.
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definition is enough (as we will see when introducing the process in §3.2.6).
This does not avoid for more exotic patterns, that could be introduced in the
future, to have a different behavior on input consumption, in such a way that
some recursive evaluation involves a term that is not an actual sub-term of the
original input term.8 For this first iteration of our tool, we just acknowledge
that this could happen in a future version of the language of patterns of Redex.
Hence, we will assume the existence of a relation <t, with the purpose already
described, and that, for the time being, it is exactly <subt .

While in this sub-section we are concerned with <t, there is still a related
issue that also involves our parameterized lexicographic product of relations:
recall that, given a grammar g , (t’, p’,G’) <g

t×p×g (t, p,G ) holds if and only
if:

t’ <t t ∨ (t’ = t ∧ (p’,G’) <p×g (p,G ))

If what it actually holds is t’ <t t, then the pair (p’,G’) can be anything.
As we mentioned in the previous sub-section, this means that <g

t×p×g contains
chains that do not necessarily model an actual process of matching/decompo-
sition. In our case, the chains that will be of interest are the ones where, when
there is actual input consumption (i.e., t’ <t t), then p’ is some sub-pattern of
p (following rules to be introduced in §3.2.4) and G’ = g . That is, after a step
of input consumption, we re-install the original grammar g in the tuple. This
is needed since we need to guarantee that, if a pattern of the form nt pat n,
for some non-terminal n, appears during matching/decomposition, we have at
our disposal every production of n, for production searching. The only situa-
tion where it is guaranteed that we do not have to worry about this situation,
is after the appearance of pattern nt pat n, and before the next step where
input consumption occurs. This is the phase 2b mentioned in §3.2.1: when
a pattern like nt pat n appears, the process of production searching begins.
And because g is non-left recursive (recall that we only assume such kind of
grammars; see §3.2.1), it is guaranteed that we will not need to look for another
production of n, as long as this phase of the matching/decomposition process
continues. This will become more clear when introducing the actual algorithm
of matching/decomposition and its specification, beginning in §3.2.4.

3.2.3 Pattern and production consumption

We now turn to the specification of <p×g, which explains how evolve the pat-
tern and the grammar (over which we interpret the non-terminals from the
pattern), when there is no input consumption. This stage of the matching/de-
composition algorithm corresponds to phases 2a and 2b described in §3.2.1.
Recall that, in this case, the algorithm entered a phase where the pattern is
being decomposed or productions from some non-terminal are being tested,

8 Consider, for example, context-dependent rules such as in the pattern (x ! x ! ), de-
scribed in §2. It only matches against a list of 2 different variables: its semantics cannot be
explained by considering only recursive evaluations of matching between proper sub-patterns
and sub-terms of the input term.
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(pc,G ) <p×g (inhole pat pc ph,G )

(ph,G ) <p×g (inhole pat pc ph,G ) (p,G ) <p×g (name pat x p,G )

p ∈ G (n) G’ = G \ (n, p)
(p,G’) <p×g (nt pat n,G )

Fig. 7: Consumption of pattern and productions.

to see if matching/decomposition can continue. Note that the evolution of the
pattern in this stage of the algorithm is already described in Definition 1, in
§3.2.1. Indeed, <p×g will be defined just considering the inverse of the relation
showed in said definition, plus some particular considerations about grammars.

We present in Figure 7 the definition of <p×g. Matching a term t against a
pattern of the form inhole pat pc ph, means trying to decompose the term
between some context that matches against pattern pc, and some sub-term
of t that matches against pattern ph. In doing so, the first step involves a
decomposition process (to be specified later in §3.2.5), that begins working
over the whole term t, and with respect to just the sub-pattern pc. Hence,
this step does not involve input consumption, but it does involve considering
a reduced pattern: pc. We just capture this simple fact through <p×g, by
stating that (pc,G ) <p×g (inhole pat pc ph,G ) holds, for any grammar G .
Note that we preserve the grammar.

In the particular case that pc matches against hole contxt c, then there
is no actual decomposition of the term t. This means that, when looking
for said sub-term of t that matches against pattern ph, we will still being
considering the whole input term t: no input consumption occurred as a result
of extracting out from t a context that matches against pc. Again, we just
capture this simple fact by stating that (ph,G ) <p×g (inhole pat pc ph,G )
holds, for any grammar G . Note that we also preserve the grammar, and that
we do not force this situation to hold only when the pattern pc matches against
hole contxt c. This results in a relation <p×g that contains some chains of
tuples that do not correspond to the matching/decomposition algorithm. This
is not a problem, since it also contain the chains that we need, and the resulting
definition is simpler.

The case for the pattern name pat x p can be explained on the same
basis as with the previous cases: matching term t against pattern name pat

x p involves, first, trying to match the whole term t against the sub-pattern
p. There is no input consumption involved in this first step, but there is a
reduction of the pattern. We also preserve the grammar in this step.

Finally, the last case refers to the pattern nt pat n: it involves considering
each production of non-terminal n in G . Here it is assumed that G contains
the correct set of productions that remain to be tested (an invariant property
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about G through our algorithm, to be justified below). Then, we continue
the process considering a grammar G’ that contains every production from
G , except for (n, p): the already considered production of non-terminal n with
right-hand-side p. We denote it stating that G’ equals the expression G \(n, p).

The previously mentioned invariant about G will be maintained through
the chains of interest of our lexicographic product <g

t×p×g, for a given grammar
g over which we begin the matching/decomposition process. Preserving this
invariant involves maintaining unaltered the grammar over which we interpret
the non-terminals of the pattern (as shown in the first 3 cases of Figure 7) in
the absence of pattern decomposition, but allowing <p×g to consider a smaller
grammar once some production is tested (last case in Figure 7), on the basis of
the non-left-recursivity of the grammar being considered. Finally, preserving
the invariant also involves reestablishing to the original grammar g , once the
matching returns to input consumption (something to be specified §3.2.4).

A final concern about <p×g is related with convincing ourselves that this
relation does not contain infinite decreasing chains: i.e., that it is well-founded.
Looking again at Figure 7 we observe that, at each step, either the pattern is
being reduced, or the grammar considered contains less productions. Hence,
for example, a simple proof by a nested induction, first, on the size of the
grammar and, at each case, structural induction on the pattern, suffices to
show the well-foundedness of <p×g.

3.2.4 Specification of matching

We now turn to the task of modifying the original specification for matching
and decomposition from RedexK. As we will see, our specification defines a
simple generalization of the original problem, as presented in Casey Klein and
Findler (2011): here, we will allow for the matching and decomposition algo-
rithm to interpret the non-terminals in the pattern by looking for productions
from some arbitrary grammar, not just the original grammar, during some
specific phase of the process.

The specification for RedexK consists of 2 mutually inductive formal sys-
tems, that help to build proofs for judgments that speak about matching and
decomposition. We will begin by presenting the formal system that specifies
the notion of matching. Judgments about matching have the form G ⊢ t : p | b,
stating that pattern t matches against pattern p, under the productions from
grammar G , producing the bindings b (which could be an empty set of bind-
ings, denoted with ⊘). The non-terminals that may appear on pattern p will
be interpreted in terms of the productions from G . Hence, the formal system
that allows us to build proofs for such judgments, explains the semantics of
matching against a given pattern.

Here, we will consider a generalization of this problem: our formal system
will serve to build proofs for judgments of the form G ⊢ t : pG’ | b, stating
almost the same as the previous formal system, with the particular difference
that, initially, we interpret the non-terminals from p looking for their produc-
tions in some arbitrary grammar G’ (that is what the notation pG’ tries to
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G ⊢ lit term a : (lit pat a)G’ | ⊘ G ⊢ hole contxt c : hole patG’ | ⊘

G ⊢ nil term c : nil pat cG’ | ⊘
G ⊢ t : pG’ | b

G ⊢ t : (name pat x p)G’ | b ⊔ {(x , t)}

p ∈ G’(n) G ⊢ t : pG’ \ (n, p) | b
G ⊢ t : (nt pat n)G’ | ⊘

G ⊢ thd : (phd)G | bhd G ⊢ ttl : (ptl)G | btl
G ⊢ cons term c thd ttl : (cons pat c phd ptl)G’ | bhd ⊔ btl

G ⊢ t = C [[th]] : (pc)G’ | bc th <subt t G ⊢ th : (ph)G | bh
G ⊢ t : (inhole pat pc ph)G’ | bc ⊔ bh

G ⊢ t = hole contxt c[[t]] : (pc)G’ | bc G ⊢ t : (ph)G’ | bh
G ⊢ t : (inhole pat pc ph)G’ | bc ⊔ bh

Fig. 8: Modified specification of matching.

suggest). Only when input consumption begins, we will turn to the original
grammar G . Figure 8 presents a simplified fragment of our formal system. Fol-
lowing a top-down, left-to-right order, the first rule states that a term of the
form lit term a (a literal) only matches against a pattern of the form lit pat

a, producing no bindings. Here, the grammars play no role. The second rule
and third rules can be understood on the same basis.

The fourth rule explains the way in which a pattern of the form name pat x p
introduces context-dependent restrictions, when a given term t successfully
matches against it. This implies that sub-pattern p matches against t, pro-
ducing bindings b, and a new binding (x , t) can be added to b. This is done
through the disjoint-union of bindings, denoted with b ⊔ {(x , t)}. This oper-
ation is defined only if there is no binding for x in b, or, if b(x) = t. Note
that, given that we recursively prove matching for the whole input term t
(i.e., no input consumption occurred), we preserve the grammar G’. That is,
we are following the chains from the well-founded relation <p×g (Figure 7).
This semantics accounts for the behavior shown in §2, when referring to the
sub-terms of a given term, after the matching, through the names presented
in the pattern. See, for example, Figure 2, where the pattern being described
is used in defining the equations that capture the meta-function fv from the
λ-calculus.

The fifth rule explains what it means for a term t to match against a pat-
tern nt pat n, when the non-terminals of this pattern (in this case, just n) are
initially interpreted in terms of the productions of some arbitrary grammar
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G’: then, that matching is successful if there exist some p ∈ G’(n), such that t
matches against p, when its non-terminals are initially interpreted under the
productions from the grammar G’ \ (n, p). Recall that this means that this last
grammar will be used as long as there is no input consumption, or there is no
other appearance of a pattern nt pat. Again, we are following the chains from
<p×g. Also, the non-left-recursivity of the grammars being considered guar-
antee that this replacement of the grammars is semantics-preserving: we will
not need another production from n, as long as there is no input consumption.
Finally, note that this match does not produce bindings

The sixth rule describes matching of a term that represents a list of terms
(cons term c thd ttl) against a pattern that also describes a list of terms,
through a list of patterns (cons pat c phd ptl). We consider this matching
partially successful if the head of the list of terms, thd, matches against the
head of the list of patterns, phd, producing some bindings bhd. Note that, given
that this last match is done over an actual sub-term of the original input, we
re-install the original grammar G , to interpret the non-terminals from phd. We
also ask for the tail of the input list of terms, ttl, to match against the tail of
the list of patterns, ptl. Again, this match is done over a sub-term of the input
term, hence, we consider the original grammar G . The non-left-recursivity of
the grammars being considered does not interfere with the possibility of both,
phd and ptl, include patterns nt pat.

If successful, the previous match produces some bindings btl. Finally, it will
be possible to prove the match between the original list of terms and patterns,
if the disjoint union between bhd and btl is defined. Consider what would hap-
pen if phd and ptl contain name pat patterns that introduce contradictory re-
strictions: the match should fail. This also shows how these context-dependent
restrictions operate, to impose conditions over different parts of a given term.
Finally, the cases for contexts hd contxt and tail contxt (contexts in the
form of list of terms, with one special hole), are totally analogous to this case.

The last 2 cases in Figure 8 refer to the matching of a term t against a
pattern of the form inhole pat pc ph. This operation is successful when we
can decompose term t between some context, that matches against pattern
pc, and some sub-term, that matches against pattern ph. In order to fully
formalize what this matching means, we need to explain what decomposition
means. RedexK specifies this notion through another formal system, whose
adaptation to our work we present in the following sub-section. The original
system allows us to build proofs for judgments of the form G ⊢ t = C [[t’]] :
p | b, meaning that we can decompose term t, between some context C ,
that matches against pattern p, and some sub-term t’. The decomposition
produces bindings b, and the non-terminals from pattern p are interpreted
through the productions present in grammar G . In our case, we modify this
judgments (and the formal system itself), by generalizing them in the same
way done for the matching judgments: now, we consider judgments of the
form G ⊢ t = C [[t’]] : pG’ | b, meaning almost the same as the previous
decomposition judgment, with the possibility of interpreting the non-terminals
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in p, initially, through the productions from some arbitrary grammar G’ (that
is, pG’). We will explain in detail this formal system in the next sub-section.

Returning to the cases about inhole pat patterns, in Figure 8, note that
we distinguish the case where the decomposition step actually consumes some
portion from t, from the case where it does not. The first situation (described
in the first rule for inhole pat) means that context C is not simply a hole,
and th is an actual proper sub-term of t: i.e., th <subt t. Also, note that
the decomposition is proved interpreting (initially) the non-terminals from pc
with production from the arbitrary grammar G’ ((pc)G’). And the proof of the
matching between th and ph is done temporally interpreting the non-terminals
of this last pattern with productions from the original grammar G ((pc)G ).

The second rule for inhole pat considers the possibility that the initial
decomposition did not consume some part of the input term t. That is, pc
matched against a single hole (hole pat). In that case, the decomposition did
not produce an actual sub-term of t, and the following match against pattern
ph is done with the whole input term. Hence, (ph)G’ . Note that, again, in both
cases of inhole pat, the final set of bindings in the judgment is the result of
the disjoint union of bindings from the decomposition of the term, and the
matching with its sub-term.

3.2.5 Specification of decomposition

The final part of the specification concerns specifically with the process of
decomposition. That is, part of the semantics of the inhole pat pattern. As
already mentioned, the original specification of this concept comes in the form
of a formal system to prove judgments of the form G ⊢ t = C [[t’]] : p | b
(explained previously), that we generalize to judgments of the form
G ⊢ t = C [[t’]] : pG’ | b, that we also introduced in the previous sub-section.
Figure 9 presents a simplified fragment of the modified formal system. We
describe the rules following a top-down order.

The first rule specifies the process of decomposition of a given term t,
when the pattern that describes the possible context is just hole pat. In that
case, since such context only matches against hole contxt c, the term t is
decomposed between a context that is just a single hole, and t itself as the
sub-term. No binding is generated.

The second and third rules explain the decomposition of a list of terms
cons term c thd ttl, between a context that matches against a list of patterns
cons pat c phd ptl, and some sub-term. In the second rule, the hole of the
resulting context is pointing to somewhere in the head of the list of terms. This
information is indicated by the constructor of the resulting context: hd contxt

C ttl, where C is some context that must match against pattern phd, as in-
dicated in the premise of the inference rule. Indeed, recall that the context
from the decomposition must match against pattern cons pat c phd ptl. If
this patterns is describing some context whose hole points to somewhere in
the head of the list of terms, it must be the case that the sub-pattern phd
matches against some context. Note that the whole premise is stating that the
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G ⊢ t = hole contxt c[[t]] : hole patG’ | ⊘

G ⊢ thd = C [[t’hd]] : (phd)G | bhd G ⊢ ttl : (ptl)G | btl
G ⊢ cons term c thd ttl = (hd contxt C ttl)[[t’hd]] : (cons pat c phd ptl)G’ | bhd ⊔ btl

G ⊢ thd : (phd)G | bhd G ⊢ ttl = C [[t’tl]] : (ptl)G | btl
G ⊢ cons term c thd ttl = (tail contxt thd C )[[t’tl]] : (cons pat c phd ptl)G’ | bhd ⊔ btl

p ∈ G’(n) G ⊢ t = C [[t’]] : pG’\(n,p) | b
G ⊢ t = C [[t’]] : (nt pat n)G’ | ⊘

G ⊢ t = C c[[tc]] : (pc)G’ | bc tc <subt t G ⊢ tc = Ch[[th]] : (ph)G | bh
G ⊢ t = (C c ++ Ch)[[th]] : (inhole pat pc ph)G’ | bc ⊔ bh

G ⊢ t = hole contxt c[[t]] : (pc)G’ | bc G ⊢ t = Ch[[th]] : (ph)G’ | bh
G ⊢ t = (hole contxt c++ Ch)[[tc]] : (inhole pat pc ph)G’ | bc ⊔ bh

G ⊢ t = C [[t’]] : pG’ | b
G ⊢ t = C [[t’]] : (name pat x p)G’ | b ⊔ {(x ,C )}

Fig. 9: Modified specification of decomposition.

decomposition occurs in the head of the list of terms (thd), and the resulting
sub-term is t’hd. Then, the side-condition from the inference rule states that
the tail of the original input term, ttl, must match against the tail of the list of
patterns ptl. Finally, note that in the decomposition through sub-pattern phd,
and the matching against sub-pattern ptl, the non-terminals of these patterns
are interpreted in terms of productions from the original grammar, G . This
is done since, in each case, we are operating over a proper sub-term of the
original input.

The third rule can be explained on the same basis as in the previous case,
with the sole difference that, now, the context from the resulting decomposition
is pointing to somewhere in the tail of the original list of terms. Note that, in
both rules, the resulting bindings are the disjoint union of bindings from the
decomposition and the matching step.

The remaining rules can also be understood in similar terms as with the
previous rules, the exception being the case of the inhole pat pattern. Note
that this situation corresponds to an original pattern of the form:

inhole pat (inhole pat pc ph) ph′
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that we matched against some term t. The semantics of this involves a first step
of decomposition of t between some context that matches against sub-pattern
inhole pat pc ph, and some sub-term that matches against sub-pattern ph′ .
In the rules from Figure 9 for the case of pattern inhole pat, we are describing
what it means, in this situations, that first step of decomposing t in terms of
a context that matches against pattern inhole pat pc ph. Since the whole
pattern must match against some context, it means that, both, pc and ph, are
patterns describing contexts. Now, through the pattern inhole pat pc ph we
are decomposing again the context, a first part that should match against
pc, and a nested context (to be put within the hole of the previous context)
that matches against ph. This idea is expressed through the premises of both
inference rules for the case of the inhole pat pattern. Note that, again, we
distinguish the case where pc produces an empty context, from the case where
it does not. The intention being to be able to recognize whether we should
interpret non-terminals from patterns through the original grammar G or the
arbitrary grammar G’.

The last piece of complexity of the rules for the inhole pat pattern resides
in the actual context that results from the decomposition. Here, the authors of
RedexK, expressed this context as the result of plugging one of the obtained
contexts within the other, denoted with the expression C c ++ Ch: this repre-
sents the context obtained by plugging context Ch within the hole of context
C c, following the information contained in the constructor of the context Ch

to find its actual hole. For reasons of space we elude this definition, though it
presents no surprises.

3.2.6 Matching and decomposition algorithm

We close this section presenting a simplified description of the matching and
decomposition algorithm adapted for its mechanization in Coq. We remind
the reader that this algorithm is just a modification of the one proposed for
RedexK, in Casey Klein and Findler (2011).

Naturally, the actual mechanization is far more complex than what we
present here. The intention is to provide the reader with a high-level view of
the main ideas behind the mechanization.

The previous specification of the algorithm cannot be used directly to de-
rive an actual effective procedure to compute matching and decomposition.
In particular, the rules for decomposition of lists of terms (second and third
rules from Figure 9) do not suggest effective meanings to determine whether
to decompose on the head, and match on the tail, or vice versa. To solve
this issue (and the complexity problem that could arise from trying to naively
perform both kind of decomposition simultaneously), the algorithm developed
for RedexK performs matching and decomposition simultaneously but sharing
intermediate results.

Supporting data-structures. In Figure 10 we show some of the implemented
data-structures used to represent the results returned by RedexK’s algorithm.
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Definition binding := prod var term.
Definition bindings := list binding.

Inductive decom_ev : term → Set :=
| empty_d_ev : forall (t : term), decom_ev t

| nonempty_d_ev : forall t (c : contxt) subt,
{subt = t ∧ c = hole_contxt_c} + {subterm_rel subt t} → decom_ev t.

Inductive mtch_ev : term → Set :=
| mtch_pair : forall t, decom_ev t → bindings → mtch_ev t.

Definition mtch_powset_ev (t : term) := list (mtch_ev t).

Fig. 10: Mechanization of decomposition and matching results.

The result of a matching/decomposition of a term t (against some given pat-
tern) will be represented through a value of type mtch_ev t. Naturally, making
the type dependent on t is done for future soundness checking. The algorithm
could return several values of this type, each one representing a possible match
or a decomposition. We represent this several values through the list type
mtch_powset_ev t.9

For reasons of brevity, when presenting the algorithm we will avoid the
actual concrete syntax from our mechanization. A value of type mtch_ev t
will be denoted as (d , b), where d is a value of type decom_ev t (explained
below), and b is a list of bindings (also shown in Figure 10). For reasons
of brevity, we drop the dependence of the previous value on term t, in the
notation used. We will maintain the same notation used so far for bindings. In
particular, recall that an empty list of bindings is denoted as ⊘. For a value
of the list type mtch_powset_ev t, we will denote it decorating it with its
dependence on the value t: [(d , b), ...]t

Values type decom_ev t represent a decomposition of a given term t, be-
tween a context and a sub-term. We make the type dependent on t for sound-
ness checking purposes, and we include in the value some evidence of sound-
ness of the decomposition: in particular, evidence showing that a sub-term
subt extracted in the decomposition is, either, t itself (proof of type subt = t)
or a proper sub-term of t (proof of type subterm_rel subt t). Recall that
subterm_rel is our mechanization of relation <subt (see §3.2.2). Soundness
properties about a context c extracted in the decomposition are, either, em-
bedded in the decom_ev value itself (c = hole_contxt_c, when subt = t), or
they emanate from properties stated through the formal system that captures
decomposition (note that this system does not explicitly specify properties
about the sub-term extracted in the decomposition, but it does capture the
context).

9 Naturally, this allows for repeated values to occur in the result. This does not affect
desired soundness properties.
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Since a value of type mtch_ev t could represent a single match or a single
decomposition, we distinguish an actual match using an empty decomposition
empty_d_ev t (denoted as •t or, simply, •, when it is clear from context the ac-
tual term t upon which the value depends). A value of type mtch_ev t that ac-
tually represents a decomposition, will contain a value decom_ev t of the form
nonempty_d_ev t C subt ev , for a proper context C , sub-term subt and sound-
ness evidence ev . We will denote values constructed this way as (C , subt)evt .
For a proof of type {subt = t ∧ C = hole contxt c}+ {subterm rel subt t},
when we can determine the actual disjunct proved we will indicate it with its
type. For example, if we know that what it actually holds is subterm rel subt t,
we will write (C , subt)subterm rel subt t

t . Also, in this context we will write just
subt = t, when what it holds is predicate subt = t ∧ C = hole contxt c. Fi-
nally, when it is required to simplify the notation, and when it is clear from
the context, we will allow us not to include information about dependence on
the particular term t that is being considered.

Matching and decomposition algorithm as a least-fixed-point. As is common
practice in functional programming, we will capture the intended matching/de-
composition algorithm as the least fixed-point of a generator function or func-
tional. That is, we will provide equations that actually capture a function that
receives an approximation of our intended algorithm, and uses it to return a
better approximation. Provided that we can show that this generator function
respects our well-founded relation (described in §3.2.1), through Coq’s Fix

combinator we can get, in return, a function that is total over the domain of
that relation. Now, looking at Fix’s implementation, we see that it defines a
process that unfolds our generator function only as much as needed to reach to
a result, doing primitive recursion over the proof of accessibility (with respect
to the provided well-founded relation) of the parameter upon which we are
evaluating our generator.10 So, this process is guaranteed to terminate and
it can be shown that it emulates the behavior of the least fixed-point of our
generator function.11

This fixed-point will be a function that captures so good our intended
algorithm, that it cannot be improved by our generator function: i.e., it is a
fixed-point and, even more, is the intended algorithm.

Consider the following function type:

forall (g1 : grammar) (tpg1 : matching_tuple),
(forall tpg2 : matching_tuple, matching_tuple_order g1 tpg2 tpg1

→
mtch_powset_ev (matching_tuple_term tpg2))

→
mtch_powset_ev (matching_tuple_term tpg1)

10 For example, in https://coq.inria.fr/refman/language/coq-library.html#index-20
11 If we can also prove that our generator function does not distinguish extensionally equal
approximations, we can also get a proof showing that through the Fix combinator we get
a fixed-point of our generator function (lemma Fix_eq from Coq’s standard library). The
fact that it is also the least fixed-point, could be proved on the basis of the way in which
Fix operates.

https://coq.inria.fr/refman/language/coq-library.html#index-20
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It corresponds to a family of generator functions, Mev gen, parameterized
over grammars and tuples of terms and patterns, and that will improve can-
didates of matching/decomposition functions.

In the previous type, matching_tuple is defined as the type term × pat

× grammar and matching_tuple_order is the mechanization of our well-
founded relation from §3.2.1. Finally, for a given value tpg : matching_tuple,
matching_tuple_term tpg : term is just the projection of the first component
of tpg . Note that, for given G1 : grammar, tuple Tpg1 : matching_tuple,
then, Mev gen G1 Tpg1 has type:

(forall tpg2 : matching_tuple, matching_tuple_order G1 tpg2 Tpg1

→
mtch_powset_ev (matching_tuple_term tpg2))

→
mtch_powset_ev (matching_tuple_term Tpg1)

Hence, Mev gen G1 Tpg1 will be our intended generator function for gram-
mar G1 and matching tuple Tpg1 . It receives as a parameter a function that it
will improve: the type of this parameter codifies the idea that it is a function
that knows how to compute the matching/decomposition for any tuple that
is smaller than Tpg1 , according to matching_tuple_order G1 . Finally, in
Mev gen G1 Tpg1 , G1 will represent the original grammar over which we want
to compute the matching and decomposition indicated by the tuple Tpg1 .

Figure 11 shows the equations that capture Mev gen. For reasons of space,
we describe terms and patterns avoiding the more verbose concrete syntax
of our mechanization. Also, we will employ the same syntax for terms and
patterns, resorting to context for disambiguation. In general the syntax is self-
explanatory: for example hole represents a hole term or pattern (depending
on context), a represents a literal term or pattern, etc.

The first 4 equations of Figure 11 can be understood by comparison with
the specifications of matching (Figure 8) and decomposition (Figure 9). For
example, the first equation explains the matching and decomposition of a term
hole against a pattern hole. Note that the second inference rule of matching
specifies that such term matches against such pattern, producing no bind-
ings: this is represented by the pair (•,⊘), in the result captured in the first
equation. Also, the first rule of decomposition specifies that given some term
t, it can be decomposed between a single hole (that matches against pat-
tern hole) and t itself, producing no bindings. Assuming t = hole, the pair
((hole,hole)hole=hole,⊘) shown in the result captured in the first equation rep-
resents the described situation: the context extracted is a single hole, and the
sub-term is t = hole itself. Note that we also indicate the type of the actual
proof contained in the piece of evidence of soundness of the decomposition:
in this case, a proof showing that the sub-term extracted is actually equal to
the original term itself (hole = hole). In the described pairs we dropped the
mention to the actual term whose types depend on, but we do mention it for
the whole list type containing the previous pairs. Finally, we do not name the
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Mev gen( , (hole,hole, ), ) = [((hole,hole)hole=hole,⊘), (•,⊘)]hole

Mev gen( , (t,hole, ), ) = [((hole, t)t=t ,⊘)]t

Mev gen( , (a, a, ), ) = [(•,⊘)]a

Mev gen( , (nil,nil, ), ) = [(•,⊘)]nil

Mev gen(g1, (t, p, g2),Map) = [(d , b) | d ∈ select(thd, dhd, ttl, d tl, t, sub),

sub : subterms t thd ttl

b = bhd ⊔ btl,

(dhd, bhd)thd
∈ Map(tphd, lthd),

(d tl, btl)ttl ∈ Map(tptl, lttl),

lthd : tphd <
g1
t×p×g tpcons,

lttl : tptl <
g1
t×p×g tpcons,

tpcons = (t, p, g2),

tphd = (thd, phd, g1),

tptl = (ttl, ptl, g1)]t ,

with t = cons thd ttl

p = cons phd ptl
Mev gen(g1, (t, p, g2),Map) = [(d , b) | d = combine (t,C , tc, ev , dh),

b = bc ⊔ bh,

(dh, bh)tc ∈ Map(tph, lth),

lth : tph <
g1
t×p×g tpinhole,

tph = (tc, ph, gh),

gh according to Figure 8,

((C , tc)
ev
t , bc)t ∈ Map(tpc, ltc),

ltc : tpc <
g1
t×p×g tpinhole,

tpinhole = (t, p, g2),

tpc = (t, pc, g2)]t ,

with p = in-hole pc ph
Mev gen(g1, (t, p, g2),Map) = [(d , b’) | b’ = {(x , named(t, d))} ⊔ b,

(d , b) ∈ Map(tpp′ , ltp′)),

ltp′ : tpp′ <
g1
t×p×g tpname,

tpname = (t, p, g2),

tpp′ = (t, p’, g2)]t ,

with p = name x p’

Mev gen(g1, (t,nt n, g2),Map) = [(d ,⊘) | (d , b) ∈ Map(tpp, ltp),

ltp : tpp <
g1
t×p×g tpn,

tpn = (t,nt n, g2),

tpp = (t, p, g2 \ (n, p)),
p ∈ G (n)]t

Fig. 11: Generator function for the matching and decomposition algorithm.
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parameters to Mev gen that are not mentioned in the right-hand side of the
equations, using a wildcard “ ” instead.

The fifth equation explains the matching and/or decomposition of a list
of terms (cons thd ttl) against a list of patterns (cons phd ptl). We describe
by comprehension the list of results. Note that, to explain this case, we need
to consider the approximation function Map that Mev gen receives as its last
parameter. We begin by using Map to compute matching and decomposition
for smaller tuples: tphd = (thd, phd, g1) and tptl = (ttl, ptl, g1). Note that,
given that these tuples represent a matching/decomposition over a proper sub-
term of the input term, we consider the original grammar g1 (first parameter
of Mev gen). In order to be able to fully evaluate Map, we need to build proofs
lthd and lttl of type tphd <

g1
t×p×g tpcons and tptl <

g1
t×p×g tpcons, respectively,

where tpcons is the original tuple over which we evaluate Mev gen. Then, for
each value of type mtch_ev thd and mtch_ev ttl of the results obtained from
evaluating Map, the algorithm inspect if they are decompositions or not, and
if it is possible to combine these results, using the helper function select.

The original select helper function from RedexK receives as parameters
thd, dhd, ttl and d tl. It analyses dhd and d tl: if none of them represent actual
decompositions (i.e., they are values of the form •), then the whole operation
will be considered just a matching of the original list of terms (rule for match-
ing of cons term c, Figure 8) and select must build an empty decomposition of
the proper type to represent this: decom_ev (cons thd ttl). If only dhd is a de-
composition, of the form (C , thd′)evhd

thd
, then the whole operation is interpreted

as a decomposition of the original list of terms on the head of the list (first rule
of decomposition for cons term c, Figure 9). In that case, select builds a value
of type decom_ev (cons thd ttl), of the form (hd contxt C ttl, thd′)

ev cons thd ttl
cons thd ttl .

Observe the correspondence between, on the one hand, the context and the
sub-term from this decomposition, and, on the other hand, the context and
sub-term specified in the first rule of decomposition for cons term c, Figure 9.
Finally, for the mechanization of select to be able to build the required sound-
ness proofs of decomposition (for decom_ev), we need to provide to it the
original list of terms, and evidence sub showing that thd and ttl are the actual
head and tail of the original input term (sub : subterms t thd ttl).

The remaining equations can be understood on the same basis as the previ-
ous one, requiring only some explanation the equations for the patterns in-hole
and name: in the first case, the auxiliary function combine helps in deciding
if the result is a decomposition against pattern in-hole, or if it is just a match
against said pattern, depending on whether dh is a decomposition or not; in
the case of the name pattern, the auxiliary function named plays a similar role
as the previous one: it helps in deciding if the result is a decomposition or a
matching, in order to make the binding refer to the context extracted (case of
name pattern in Figure 9) or the actual input term (case of name pattern in
Figure 8), respectively.

Finally, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, we define the de-
sired matching/decomposition algorithm, Mev, as the least fixed-point of the
previous generator function. We show in Figure 12 its Coq definition.
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Definition Mev (g : grammar) (tup : matching_tuple) :
mtch_powset_ev (matching_tuple_term tup) :=
(Fix
(matching_tuple_order_well_founded g)
(* dependent range type of the function that we are building *)

(fun tup : matching_tuple ⇒ mtch_powset_ev (matching_tuple_term tup))
(* generator function *)

(Mev_gen g))
tup.

Fig. 12: Definition of Mev in Coq.

3.2.7 Semantics for context-sensitive reduction rules

The last component of RedexK consists in a semantics for context-sensitive re-
duction rules, with which we define semantics relations in Redex (for example,
the semantics rules presented in §2 to capture β-contractions). The proposed
semantics makes use of the introduced notion of matching, to define a new
formal system that explains what it means for a given term to be reduced,
following a given semantics rule.

We have mechanized the previous formal system, though, for reasons of
space, we do not introduce it here in detail. Its mechanization does not require
the development of new concepts or the use of complex tools, and it relies,
heavily, on the notion of matching previously presented. The reader is invited
to look at the mechanization of this formal system, in module reduction.v of
the source code accompanying this paper.

4 Soundness of matching

In the original paper of RedexK it is proved the expected correspondence
between the presented algorithm and its specification. In our mechanization
we reproduced those results, for the least-fixed-point of Mev gen g (t, p, g’),
for arbitrary g , t, p and g’. Naturally, for a given grammar g , the original
intention of matching and decomposition corresponds to the least-fixed-point
of Mev gen g (t, p, g). In what follows, M ev g (t, p, g’) will represent the
least-fixed-point of Mev gen g (t, p, g’).

With respect to the soundness checks of the mechanized version of the
matching/decomposition algorithm, we were able to implement a proof of the
completeness of the process, with respect to its specification. We show its
statement in Figure 13.

Note that we represent and manipulate results returned fromM ev through
Coq’s standard library implementation of lists. Also, the shape of the tuples
of terms, patterns and grammars, is the result of the way in which we build
our lexicographic product: the product between a relation with domain term,
and a relation with domain pat × grammar.
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Theorem 1 (Completeness of M ev)

Theorem completeness_M_ev :

forall G1 G2 p t sub_t b C,
(G1 |− t : p, G2 | b → In (mtch_pair t (empty_d_ev t) b)

(M_ev G1 (t, (p, G2))))
∧
(G1 |− t1 = C [ t2 ] : p , G2 | b → exists (ev_decom : {sub_t = t}

+
{subterm_rel sub_t t}),

In (mtch_pair t (nonempty_d_ev t C sub_t

ev_decom) b)
(M_ev G1 (t, (p, G2)))).

Fig. 13: Mechanization of the proof of completeness of M ev : statement.

Theorem 2 (Soundness of M ev)

Theorem soundness_M_ev :

forall G1 G2 p t sub_t b C,
(In (mtch_pair t (empty_d_ev t) b)

(M_ev G1 (t, (p, G2))) → G1 |− t : p, G2 | b)
∧
(exists (ev_decom : {sub_t = t}

+
{subterm_rel sub_t t}),

In (mtch_pair t (nonempty_d_ev t C sub_t

ev_decom) b)
(M_ev G1 (t, (p, G2))) → G1 |− t1 = C [ t2 ] : p , G2 | b).

Fig. 14: Mechanization of the proof of soundness of M ev : statement.

Definition pat_grammar_evolution_trans :=
clos_trans_1n (pat ∗ grammar) pat_grammar_evolution.

Definition non_left_recursive_grammar :=
forall (p : pat) (g1 g2 : grammar),
not (pat_grammar_evolution_trans (p, g1) (p, g2)).

Fig. 15: Non-left-recursive grammars.

The converse, the soundness of the process with respect to its specification,
was also mechanized, and we show its statement in Figure 14. The proofs
present no surprises. Since we have a well-founded recursion over the tuples
from term × pat × grammar, we also have an induction principle to reason
over them. This is useful to prove soundness. Completeness can be proved by
rule induction on the evidences of match and decomposition.
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Lemma 1 (Soundness of replacement of grammars)

Lemma non_left_g_rm_sound :

forall g1 g2 t n p (proof_in : prod_in_g (n, p) g2) b,
non_left_recursive_grammar →

(g1 |− t : p, remove_prod (n, p) g2 proof_in | b

↔
g1 |− t : p, g2 | b)

∧

(forall (C : contxt) (subt : term),
g1 |− t = C[subt] : p, remove_prod (n, p) g2 proof_in | b

↔
g1 |− t = C[subt] : p, g2 | b).

Fig. 16: Mechanization of the proof of soundness of our manipulation of
grammars: statement.

We also verified the correspondence between our mechanized specification
of matching and decomposition, and the original formal systems from the
paper. In doing so, we needed to prove, first, some soundness results about our
own formal systems. On the one hand, we needed to verify that our replacement
of grammars during the phase of non-consumption of input is actually sound.
In doing so, we required an actual formalization of our assumptions about the
grammars under consideration: that is, that they are non-left-recursive. We
show its definition in Figure 15. Note that pat_grammar_evolution is just
the mechanized version of the relation <p×g, that models the phase of non
consumption of input, during matching/decomposition. The definition shown
in Figure 15 is just an adaptation of the proposal of the authors of RedexK.

We make use of non_left_recursive_grammar to strengthen our assump-
tions, when verifying the soundness of our replacement of grammars. Our
formal statement of soundness consists in specifying that, if we have already
used some production (for example, when matching against a pattern nt n
and after looking for some production of n in the grammar under consid-
eration), removing it from the grammar does not impede us to complete a
proof of matching or decomposition. We show its statement in Figure 16.
In the statement, prod_in_g (n, p) g2 is a type (of sort Prop) that repre-
sents proofs showing that (n,p) is actually a production from g2. Finally,
remove_prod (n, p) g2 proof_in builds a new grammar that contains the
same productions as g2, except for (n, p).

In addition, we needed to verify that our formal system to specify de-
composition, actually help us to build proofs about meaningful statements: in
particular, if I can build a proof for a judgment like G |− t = C [t’] : p, G’ ,
then it must happen that t’ is a proper sub-term of t, or, if t = t’, then, the
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Lemma 2 (Soundness of decomposition)

Lemma subterm_rel_characterization :

forall G p G’ t C t’ b,
G |− t = C [t’] : p, G’ | b → subterm_rel t’ t ∨ (t = t’ ∧ C = hole__t).

Fig. 17: Mechanization of the proof of soundness of decomposition: statement

Theorem 3 (Completeness of our formal systems)

Theorem from_orig :

forall G t p b,
non_left_recursive_grammar →
G |− t : p | b →
G |− t : p, G | b

with from_orig_decomp :

forall G C t1 t2 p b,
non_left_recursive_grammar →
G |− t1 = C [ t2 ] : p | b → G |− t1 = C [ t2 ] : p , G | b.

Fig. 18: Mechanization of the proof of completeness of our formal systems:
statement.

context C is simply a hole. The statement of our mechanized proof for this
result is shown in Figure 17.

With the obtained tools, we were able to tackle the formal verification of
correspondence between our formal system and the original ones from RedexK.
Figure 18 shows the statement of our completeness result: under the assump-
tion that grammars are non-left-recursive, and given a judgment that can be
proved in one of the original formal systems, we can reproduce the same result
within our formal systems. In particular, if we can prove G |− t : p | b, that
is, a proof of matching under the original formal system, within our formal
system we can prove G |− t : p, G | b. Note that, as expected, we begin inter-
preting the non-terminals from the pattern using the same original grammar
G . A similar result is obtained for the formal systems specifying decomposi-
tion.

Finally, to prove soundness of our specification, with respect to the orig-
inal formal systems, we need to reduce the spectrum of possible grammars
over which we begin interpreting the non-terminals of the pattern. In partic-
ular, to reproduce, with the original formal system, a proof about a judgment
G |− t : p, G’ | b, we cannot allow for G’ to be any grammar. We will be
limited only to grammars that contain some, or all, of the productions from
the original grammar G. We formalize this concept through a relation gleq,
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Axiom gleq : grammar → grammar → Prop.
Axiom gleq_refl : forall G, gleq G G.
Axiom gleq_trans : forall G G’ G’’, gleq G G’ → gleq G’ G’’ → gleq G G’’.
Axiom gleq_weakening : forall {G G’ p}, gleq G’ G → prod_in_g p G’ → prod_in_g p G.
Axiom gleq_remove: forall p G pf, gleq (remove_prod p G pf) G.

Fig. 19: Mechanization of the proof of soundness of our formal systems:
axiomatization of gleq.

Theorem 4 (Soundness of our formal systems)

Theorem to_orig :

forall G G’ t p b,
gleq G’ G →
G |− t : p, G’ | b → G |− t : p | b

with to_orig_decomp :

forall G G’ C t1 t2 p b,
gleq G’ G →
G |− t1 = C [ t2 ] : p , G’ | b →
G |− t1 = C [ t2 ] : p | b

Fig. 20: Mechanization of the proof of soundness of our formal systems:
statement.

whose properties we present in Figure 19. Note that the axioms only ask for
gleq to be reflexive, transitive and to express the idea that, if we can prove
gleq G’ G, then, every production from G’ is also in G.

With the previous tool we can, finally, tackle the expected prove of the
statement showing that, if we can conclude something using our formal system,
we can reach to a similar conclusion using the original specification. We show
its statement in Figure 20.

A natural consequences of this results is that, if M is the original match-
ing/decomposition function from RedexK, and M no ev is a function defined
in terms of M ev , that removes possible repeated results and every piece of
type-dependency and soundness evidence embedded in the results of M ev ,
then, we have the following correspondence:

M (g , p, t) = M no ev (g , p, t),

which is the expected correspondence with the original formalization of
RedexK.
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5 Related work

Coq libraries for reduction-semantics and related concepts. CoLoR (Blanqui
and Koprowski, 2011) is a mechanization in Coq of the theory of well-founded
rewriting relations over the set of first-order terms, applied to the automatic
verification of termination certificates. It presents a formalization, in a dependently-
typed fashion, of several fundamental concepts of rewriting theory, and the
mechanization of several results and techniques used by termination provers.
Its notion of terms includes first-order terms with symbols of fixed and varyadic
arity, strings, and simply typed lambda terms. CoLoR does not implement
a notion of a language of patterns offering support for context-sensitive re-
strictions, something that is ubiquitous in a Redex mechanization, to define
semantics rules, formal systems and meta-functions over the terms of a given
language. Also, Redex is not focused on well-founded rewritting relations, but,
rather, in arbitrary relations over terms of a language. In order to use CoLoR
to explain Redex, it would require a considerable amount of work, extending
and/or modifying CoLoR, to be able to encode the semantics of Redex’s lan-
guage of patterns. In doing so, the user that developed a model in Redex and
tries to compile it into Coq using our tool, would be forced to work over a
mechanization of the model, in Coq, that does not provide a direct explana-
tion of its semantics (in terms of Redex’s own semantics) but rather, through
an encoding over CoLoR.

Sieczkowski et. al present in Sieczkowski et al (2010) an implementation
in Coq of the technique of refocusing, with which it is possible to extract ab-
stract machines from a specification of a reduction semantics. The derivation
method is proved correct, in Coq, and the final product is a generic frame-
work that can be used to obtain interpreters (in terms of abstract machines),
from a given reduction semantics that satisfies certain characteristics. In or-
der to characterize a reduction semantics that can be automatically refocused
(i.e., transformed into a traditional abstract machine), the authors provide an
axiomatization capturing the sufficient conditions. Hence, the focus is put in
allowing the representation of certain class of reduction semantics (in particu-
lar, deterministic models for which refocusing is possible), rather than allowing
for the mechanization of arbitrary models (even non-deterministic semantics),
as is the case with Redex. Nonetheless, future development of our tool could
take advantage of this library, since testing of Redex’s models that are proved
to be deterministic could make use of an optimization as refocusing, to extract
interpreters that run efficiently, in comparison with the expensive computation
model of reduction semantics.

Matching logic is a formalism, useful to specify logical systems and their
properties, that has at its hearth a notion of patterns and pattern matching.
In Bereczky et al (2022) it is presented a mechanization in Coq of a version of
this meta-language, including its syntax, its notion of semantics, formal sys-
tem and verified soundness results. In particular, its syntax defines a language
of patterns, whose semantics is defined in terms of the set of elements (from a
given model) that match against this pattern. In that sense, since the domain
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of interpretation of the phrases of this language is the powerset of elements of
the given model, matching logic is considered a multi-valued logic. Redex could
be explained as a matching logic, with formulas that represent Redex’s pat-
terns to capture languages and relations, and whose model refer to the terms
(or structures containing terms) that match against these patterns. While this
representation of Redex could be of interest for the purpose of studying the
underlying semantics of Redex, this is not satisfactory for the purpose of pro-
viding the user with a direct explanation in Coq of her/his mechanization in
Redex.

6 Conclusion

We adapted RedexK (Casey Klein and Findler, 2011) to be able to mechanize
it into Coq. In particular, we obtained a primitive recursive expression of its
matching algorithm; we introduced modifications to its language of terms and
patterns, to better adapt it to the future inclusion of features of Redex absent
in RedexK; we reproduced the soundness results shown in Casey Klein and
Findler (2011), but adapted to our mechanization, while also verifying the
expected correspondence between our adapted formal systems, that capture
matching and decomposition, and the originals from the cited work.

This first iteration enables a plethora of future opportunities for improve-
ment, both, in pursuing a faithful and complete representation of Redex fea-
tures into Coq, and in improving the possibilities offered by Redex for the
development of semantics models.

Extending the capabilities of our mechanized model. A natural next step in our
development could consist in the addition of automatic routines to transpile a
Redex model into an equivalent model in Coq. Also, extending the language
with capabilities of Redex absent in RedexK would be of vital importance
to allow our tool to be of practical use. Our proposed modification for the
language of patterns and terms, already implemented in this first iteration,
enables us to easily include Redex’s Kleene closure of patterns. This could be
a reasonable next step in increasing the set of Redex’s features captured by
our mechanization.

Finally, another major update of the model would be the addition of typ-
ing annotations into the language of patterns, to automatically check well-
formedness of the definitions of a given model. Naturally, this would come
at the cost of limiting the possible Redex models that can be transpiled into
Coq, with our tool. This is the usual tension between allowing expressivity of
a language or enforcing well-formedness of the things that we can say with the
language.

Further development of decidability results. While the main results shown in
the present paper are related with the mechanization of RedexK in Coq, we
already mentioned our interest in pursuing the development of a theory of
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decidability about a model in Redex. This, to offer to the user a set of tactics
and general tools to build decision procedures for the properties that she/he
needs to study about a given model. While in the present mechanization we
have already make explicit some decidability constraints, about the model be-
ing mechanized, this restrictions are actually completely expected for a model
in Redex (e.g., decidability of definitional equalities between atomic elements
of the language).

Studying the intersection of languages problem, adapted to the kind of
grammars that can be expressed in Redex, could be of importance to our devel-
opment. The recognition of equivalence between regular expressions (RE) has
been already studied, with several approaches proposed. The classical approach
(Hopcroft, 2008) being representing each RE through their corresponding fi-
nite automatons, and studying the resulting product automaton. With regard
to context-free grammars (CFG), the general problem of deciding equivalence
between 2 CFG is known to be non-decidable Hopcroft (2008). However, there
are simpler problems known to be decidable. In Nederhof and Satta (2004),
Nederhof et. al study the problem of deciding intersection between a CFG and
a non-recursive CFG. They show that the problem is decidable and PSPACE-
complete. They also show that the problem remains decidable when general-
ized to several CFG, from which some of them are non-recursive. Recognizing
restricted grammars, in Redex style, with good decidability properties could
be reasonable next in pursuing these studies.

Solving efficiency issues when testing within Redex. As we already mentioned
in the previous section, there is already work done in Coq implementing tools
to extract an interpreter based on abstract machines, from a given determinis-
tic reduction semantics model (Sieczkowski et al, 2010). This capability could
solve the well-known performance problem in Redex, when trying to use a
given mechanized semantics relation to reduce a term, from within the tool.
Even more, this solution to the problem comes with the added benefit of a
certified correspondence between both interpreters (the original, in terms of
reduction semantics, and the extracted, in terms of a classical abstract ma-
chine), something that lacks other approaches, like re-writing by hand the
whole model in another language.
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